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At the zoo

Jimmy: Look, dad! Those birds in that tree!
How funny they are!
Dad: They look like people!
Jimmy: Can I give these fruit to that one? The yellow one?
He is hungry. Look, he is sad!
He wants these fruit!
Dad: You can give the fruit, Jimmy.
( And Jimmy gives the fruit to the yellow bird.)
Jimmy: Now he is very happy. He is making grace. He is very funny!

Choose the correct alternative.

1.Where is Jimmy?
( ) Jimmy is at home.
( ) Jimmy is at school.
( ) Jimmy is at the zoo.

2.Where are the birds?
( ) The birds are on a car.
( ) The birds are in the park.
(

) The birds are in a tree.

Where are you from?
_ Are you Brazilian?
_ No, I am not.
_ Where are you from?
_ I am from Mexico. I am Mexican.
In Mexico we wear big hats.
_ Are you American? _ Yes, I am. I
am from New York, a big city in the
United States.
_ Is that man African?
_ No, he is not African.
_ Where is he from?
_ He is from Germany. He is Germany.
He is German. He likes beer.
_ Are they Japanese?
_ Oh, no! They are not Japanese.
_ Where are they from?
_ They are from Rome, the capital of Italy.
They like macaroni very much.
And wine, too.
_ Where are you from?
_ I am from Rio, a large city in Brazil.
_ Ah, Brazil! The country of gentle People, the
land of Carnival!

_ Who are they?
_ Are they lazy?
_ No, they are very busy!
They work very hard!
Assinale a alternativa correta:
1.New York é:
a.(

) uma grande cidade dos Estados Unidos.

b.(

) Uma pequena cidade dos Estados Unidos.

2.No México:
a.(

) As pessoas usam grandes chapéus .

b.(

) As pessoas usam grandes lenços na cabeça.

3.Roma:
a.(

) é a capital da França.

b.(

) é a capital da Itália.

4.As pessoas de Roma:
a.(

) gostam de vinho e macarrão.

b.(

) não gostam de vinho, mas de macarrão.

5. Ah, Brazil! The country of gentle People, the land of Carnival!
Assinale a alternativa que melhor traduz a frase destacada:
a.(

) Ah, Brasil! O país de pessoas gentis a terra do carnaval.

b.(

) Ah, Brasil! O país de pessoas educadas a terra do carnaval.

